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Context and goals
CONTEXT
• Wisconsin Statutes § 281.34:
• Requires the WDNR to consider impacts to
trout streams, outstanding and exceptional
resource waters, and springs in the high
capacity well approval process.
• The law defines protected springs as those
flowing 1 cfs at least 80% of the time
• Need for updated and comprehensive information
on spring hydrology in Wisconsin to assess impacts
of wells on spring flow rates

GOALS
• Statewide inventory of springs with flow rates of
0.25 cfs or more
• Establish reference springs in representative
hydrogeological and ecological settings for longterm monitoring
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Image from the Wisconsin Water Quantity Data
Viewer, screenshot accessed 02/16/18

Methods
• Three year project (2014 – 2017) conducted countyby-county
• Springs identified from historical records and by the
recommendation of regional experts
• Measurements of flow, basic water quality, substrate
and rock composition, geomorphology, spring type,
site disturbance, GPS location, sketches, photos

Example site sketch
Frederick Springs,
Pheasant Branch, Dane
County

Results

Number

Percentage of
total

Total features investigated

1377

Historically mapped features

1059

77%

Newly identified features

318

23%

Property owners contacted

983

71%

Property owners that could
not be reached

394

29%

Features confirmed by
property owner and/or
access granted (field visits)

780

58%

Property owners who did
not grant access

25

2%

Total springs surveyed

415

30%

• 415 springs surveyed
• Data are available to download or explore online:
https://data.wgnhs.uwex.edu/arcgis/rest/services/springs/springs_inventory/MapServer

What have we learned?

• Groundwater discharge occurs on a spectrum from
very diffuse to very focused. What may be considered a
spring by some, may not be by others.

Discrete vs. Diffuse Discharge
Spring flux - a new metric
developed for this project

Spring flux (ft/sec) = Spring discharge (ft3/sec)
Orifice area (ft2)
low spring flux

high spring flux

Discrete vs. Diffuse Discharge
Portage 3
spring flux =8.9 x 10-4 ft/sec

low spring flux

Vernon 7
spring flux = 1.8 ft/sec
high spring flux

Spring Systems in Wisconsin
• Spring waters reflect groundwater
provinces that describe Wisconsin’s
shallow aquifer system.
• Patterns in water conductivity, spring type,
and geologic and topographic position
show 6 classes of spring systems in
Wisconsin.
(Kammerer, 1995)
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Bedrock Geology
(Mudrey et. al., 2007)

Fracture or contact springs
• Hillslopes
• Break in slope, primarily in valleys that have
down-cut into Cambrian sandstones
• High spring flux
Seepage-filtration morphologies where
• Overlying hillslope or fluvial deposits
• Moderate spring flux
Pierce County

While flow paths are relatively long, the moderately
high fluid conductivity values reflect flow through
quartz-rich sandstone aquifers.
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Bedrock Geology
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Fracture springs
• Emerge from the Sinnipee Group rocks
(dolomite, some shale) in topographically
higher regions of the Driftless Area.
• High spring flux
Grant County

While flow paths are short, the higher fluid
conductivity values reflect flow through a
carbonate aquifer.
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Green Lake County

Fracture springs
• Emerge from the Prairie du Chien Group
(limestones)
• Along hillslopes, where streams have down-cut
through glacial materials and into the shallow
bedrock
• High spring flux
Locally high fluid conductivity values suggest higher
groundwater residence times or longer flow paths
through a carbonate aquifer.

Six classes of
spring systems

Bedrock Geology
(Mudrey et. al., 2007)
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Seepage-filtration
• Emerge along the subcrop of the Tunnel City
Group (sandstones)
• Upper contact, lower contact, and beddingparallel fractures
• Truncated by margins of buried valleys
• Moderate spring flux

Pheasant Branch,
Dane County

Higher fluid conductivity values reflect longer flow
paths through the unlithified and shallow bedrock
aquifer, as well as the surrounding urban
environment (Swanson et al., 2006)
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Door County

Fracture or seepage-filtration morphologies
• Emerge along the Niagaran Escarpment where
the Silurian dolomite is exposed or shallowly
buried
• Variable spring flux

Fond du Lac County

Fluid conductivity values and flow vary
depending on the frequency and magnitude of
precipitation events

Six classes of
spring systems
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Surface Geology
(Mickelson and Knox, 2013)

Seepage-filtration springs
• Emerge along and between moraines in northern,
central, and south-eastern WI.
• Lower spring flux

Low conductivity values (northern and central WI)
suggest short groundwater residence times and short
flow paths through the unlithified aquifer.
Waushara County

Higher conductivity values (southeastern WI) reflect
composition of shallow aquifer and urban/urbanizing
setting.

Conclusions
• We now know where many of the large springs are
(415 surveyed springs)
• Right now the data are available in part at the
Wisconsin groundwater quantity data viewer
• Fluid conductivity/regional geology - six classes of
geological controls on spring systems
• Spring flux (flow/orifice area) - useful way to
characterize hydrologic features that are dominated
by diffuse vs. discrete groundwater flow.
• 10-4 ft3/s (Wisconsin)
ft/s

Reflections
• Residents of Wisconsin know where the large springs
are and they have for a very long time
• Most of the features we surveyed are rheocrene
(springs that discharge to springs)
• Limnocrenes (springs that discharge into lakes) –
harder to find and access, inventory protocol was less
suited for describing them
• High degree of cooperation and interest in this
project
• Private property owners
• Local experts from from public and private
entities
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